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By Hervé le Jouan
As an entrepreneur specialising in new technologies, he has joined, co-founded or
founded companies or organisations to launch and drive market innovations in various
sectors such as AI, FinTech, information technology, digital media measurement, digital
transformation, mobile marketing, data protection and cyber security.

           

           

           

[OneTrust] The many aspects
of GRC platforms
(Governance, Risk and
Compliance

Covering a wide variety of risks, what are
known as “GRC” solutions allow businesses
to deal with conventional and emerging
risks that a�ect them, all the while
correcting vulnerabilities and reducing
potential risks.

Read the article

From Ukraine to Pakistan, a
journey to the heart of
Internet geopolitic

The Internet is a constrained space, with its
own bottlenecks, center and periphery, its
land and sea powers. This is one of the
conclusions of the colloquium on the
geopolitics of Internet routes held on
December 16, 2022. The GEODE research
center gathered a rich sample of academics
and professionals to talk about Ukraine,
sovereignty, and the future of the Internet.
An overview.

Read the article

Cybersecurity Maturity in the
UAE: A fast and continuous
improvement process

The Emirate has been rapidly maturing in
the cyber sector, both in the public and
private sectors. It took the country only one
year (from 2019 to 2020) to move from 33rd
to 5th place, according to the Global Cyber
Security Index.

Read the article

Ukraine: mobile apps, a new
weapon

Ukrainian forces have managed to stop, and
reverse, Russia’s progress, thanks to
Western support. Ukrainian ingenuity has
also been a decisive factor in several areas,
particularly in militarizing mobile apps.

Read the article
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The protection of citizens and children on the Internet, a priority
issue in 2023

2022 will have seen another explosion in the number of Internet scams. Hackers are becoming
more and more professional. They also use all the communication means at their disposal by
exploiting our weaknesses and technological �aws. Today, it is clear that our children are
increasingly exposed. In a very tense global context, it is time for politicians to put the protection
of citizens, and especially children, at the top of their priorities.

Read the edito

FIC 2023: the detailed programme
April 5 to 7, 2023

On the occasion of this new edition of the FIC, several formats are expected: plenary sessions,
conferences, technical demonstrations, attack demonstrations, FIC Talk and masterclass.

In its 15 years of existence, the European FIC – International Cybersecurity Forum – has
become the largest cybersecurity and digital trust event on the continent, with 19,000
participants, 550 private and public sponsors, 520 speakers and 60 countries represented in
2022. Thanks to the support of the Quebec, Canadian and French authorities, the event is
crossing the Atlantic to become a biennial event alternating between Europe and the
American continent.

More information
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